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Multiverse is an immersive audio reactive experiences. 
This document captures the reiterations from document1.

This document focuses more upon creating and expand-
ing upon the behavorial and movement aspects pf the 
project now visualised in 3D-interactive engine, in re-
frence to 2D art styles done in concept document 1.
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Multiverse (concept dox #2)
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Multiverse is imagined as an Audio Reactive Interac-
tive experience. User’s will be immersed in an envi-
ronment of audio reactive particles which can also be 
interacted upon.  

Multiverse features an interactive particle system, 
which will be driven by music and can be interacted 
played by the user, creating a fun immersive environ-
ment to be in.

Multiverse also features a portal which user needs to 
physically walk through , to go into the other space. 
This other space can hold an artwork, a galaxy or an-
other particle system. 

Juxtaposing the idea of inner and outer realities, and if 
technicals details play in the favour, the experience is 
ideally visualised in an AR setting- placed upon a real 
world canvas, where portal is a switch between a more 
space/cosmos like place(inner multiverse).

As it’s imagined as an audio reactive visualiser, the 
choice of audio will be on the user, though the options 
of system having it’s own audio is also open alongside 
having microphone input :and will be explored further 
in some manner of hybrid way.

This document records the experiments and process of 
creating and testing base of these functionalities and 
systems focusing on the movement, play and behou-
viours contributing to the overall visual art direction. 
I explore a number tools and resources which can be 
expanded upon in aid to the whole project.
 
Future iterations of the environment can be in AR or 
VR settings, and user interactions can be by mediums 
of hand detection or hand held controller inputs.
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BEHAVIOURS

In refrence to concept document1 , The 2D 
iteration was followed upon to recreate the 
effect in Unity3D.  
 
Unity3D is a game development engine which 
is also robust in creating real time interactive 
experiences. 

Metaballs Git- created by Dario-Zubovic , was 
expanded upon here. It uses a mesh re-calcu-
lation method within a given area.

Physics Collision system was attached to it and 
a leap motion interaction test was done to see 
how it behaves with user interaction and phys-
ics. 

Initially it delivered very unexpected results 
as everything went flying and haywire as they 
spawned and collided with each other.

The values of rigidbody such as mass of the 
balls, angular drag and gravitational forces 
need to be set up and experimented upon ac-
cording to size of the spheres to change the 
way of interaction and collision. After a bit of 
flickering with these values I was able to reach 
a stage which felt right while interacting with 
it.
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The metaball interaction test revealed 
good results, while testing for feedback , 
everyone felt really satisfying playiing with 
this little swarm of orbs.   

(click image to go to video)

The flickering cubical object as seen in 
the video is a result of a very small radius 
sphere, who’s mesh is calculated and 
smoothed out every update and hence 
gives a really low poly object. The shape 
and movement of this object inspired to 
look into more cubical particles as well.
The low poly mesh also provides a distinct 
shine adding to the visual attraction.

An eye on performance; 
As this method uses mesh-recalculation 
method, the specified area’s mesh is 
amoothed and recalculated every update.

The pictures on the left, shows gizmos 
which is the size of the recalculated speci-
fied area . The pictures on the right show’s 
stats panel according to each one on left. 

We can see in the first (upper) scenario, 
while the gizmo is small, the CPU main 
load is 27.4ms //36.4FPS : while in the 
bottom scenario, the area is enlarged and 
the CPU main load grows exponentially to 
10685.3 ms// 0.1 FPS.

This kind of CPU load is not acceptable for 
any real time experiences.

http://magistudio.net/work/orbleap-events-cps-7
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Alternative Approach: 
 
I experimented with a number of Metaball resources avail-
able for Unity. In above method we were using mesh cal-
culation method which is a CPU process. 

I came across Raymarching method - which processes 
everything on GPU and doesn’t have a mesh or wireframe 
at all.

Using examples from URaymarching Github by ‘hecomi’ , 
I was able to create a metaball version as shown on left. 
<(click to go to video)

As we can see it gives a smoother edge around the sphere’s 
as it doesn’t have a mesh as compared to earlier iteration.
 
This version and approach is also practically less heavy on 
CPU, though the shader needs to be coded for each of the 
metaballs/spheres. Using this approach needs some more 
technical experimentation, which will be further explored 
in continuation of this project.

http://magistudio.net/work/iol-metaball-using-raymarching-shadercomputing
http://magistudio.net/work/iol-metaball-using-raymarching-shadercomputing
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THE PORTAL
       Dualities~

As we explored the subject of Dualities and Binaries in 
our in class studies, I decided to test and create the dy-
namic for my Portal Door. 

Juxtaposing the concept of multiple realities, dimensions 
in this project, the binaries can be looked at as Inside 
and Outside.

< The clickable image on the left show’s the working of 
The Portal.

In earlier iteration’s this was imagined as a black hole 
but as I explored this cconcept I realised it’s even more 
interesting if we are able to see a part of what’s inside in 
that other side through the portal. 

While the shape in this iteration is of a rectangle, it’ll be 
reiterated to a more spherical shape.  

This iteration follows upon the dynamics and functional-
ity of the portal, the shape and what’s inside will be reit-
erated and expanded to more functionalities or particle’s 
multiverses.

http://magistudio.net/work/iol-w8-duality-portals
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MOVEMENTS

The movement of sphere’s in earlier iterations were random and to themselves, which can be noticed in the leap motion 
metaball test video above. After the feedbacks ~ A more refined iteration of the same is, a bunch of particles behaving/
transforming/ going with the flow together ~ just like bubbles will react in a wind stream, contributing to the continual 
development of the visual art direction for the project, explored via movements.
Tutorials from a Youtubechannel ‘PeerPlay’ was followed upon to create this movement and further audio reactive system.

Creating the WindFlow ~

FastNoise_CSharp Github 
repository by Auburns pro-
vides different kinds of 2D 
NoiseMaps.

Using this ^ the 2D noise 
was converted into a 3 Di-
mensional feild which is 
feeded with speed offset. 

<The clickable image(video) 
shows the flowfeild in action. 
This will be used to give di-
rection to the orbs. 

The Green and Purple areas 
show clamped feild which 
means , all bubbles in that 
area will flow towards a 
similar direction. Green and 
Purple areas also merge 
smoothly into each-other 
alongside variation within 
them.
 

https://vimeo.com/337254288
https://github.com/Auburns/FastNoise_CSharp
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Galactic Evolution and Distribution, 
 
Spawning the particles: 
Next steps were to create the swarm, the par-
ticles are spawned within the given range of our 
3D noisefeild.  
 
< The clickable image: shows the spawn.  
Collision tests were also done here giving the par-
ticles a collider component. 

For future ref: This collider component may inter-
fare with metaball system as they oppose each 
other. Collide is about not going inside each other 
and colliding while metaball system is all about 
merging into each other. Though inearlier leap mo-
tion tests , this hurdle was overcomed initially.

Movement

The particles constantly move in the forward 
direction at a certain speed: flowfeild  then sends 
a  direction vector to  particles which rotates ac-
cording to it.

Some GPU optimsations using batching in Unity 
and collision tests were also performed further.

<clickable video

http://magistudio.net/work/galactic-evolution-and-distribution
http://magistudio.net/work/iol-noiseflow-movement
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Entanglement:

While playing with the values , I fell upon some 
interesting situations. 

                                               clickable video>

This can maybe be used as a start for the se-
quence, or at a peak point where the clusters 
break and distributes around. When viewed in 
VR, the explosion can be quite an experience.

Metaball x Noiseflow :tests

Using the first iteration-mesh calculation method 
for metaball. I tried implementing the two togeth-
er. As mentioned earlier, this metaball version was 
unable process large areas. So everything was 
scaled down. We can see the problems immedi-
ately, the mesh is supper jagged, Also the noise 
flow doesn’t have much space to for variation and 
as a result particles seems to flow just staright. 

Though the metaball and collision test was suc-
cesful here, further technical play is required with 
alternative approach for smoother results.
                                                clickable video>

http://magistudio.net/work/iol-1-entanglement
http://magistudio.net/work/iol-noiseflow-x-metaball
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In previously realised 2D iterations , the audio was affecting only 
the scale of the orb/bubble, which would have been repeated on 
all of the bubbles. It can somehow lead to a monotonous experi-
ence in sense of audio reactive system.

In next approach it has been reiterated to create a more com-
plex audio reactive system which will also affect the transform 
of the bubbles/orbs. The speed of the flowfeild created above 
will be linked to the audio frequency alongside color and scale. 
An audio class script extracting spectrum and frequency data 
needs to be setup befire to feed into this.

SOUND BEHAVIOURS

PROGRESSION

The tests, experiments and resources gathered during the devel-
opment and the subject “Illusion of Life” have formed a base for 
the project ‘Multiverse’. 

There is prodigious success in the direction of visual ie- move-
ment and behavioural aspects of the project’s functionalities. 

Next steps but not limited to include: creating the sound behav-
iours/audio reactive system in refrence to above context, Over-
coming metaball technical challenges: ?raymarching?, Testing 
the ideation in different settings and possible devices such as VR-
AR-Projection, User interaction system: Hand tracking, Technical 
play with fluid systems(watery bubbles?), Performance hurdles 
in refrence to device integrations due to complexity of multiple 
performance heavy realtime systems in the project, Portal Inte-
gration, Multiverses ...
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